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Win 7, Vista, Win XP, and 2000
What is new in official FF File

Time 4.30 update: Fully rewritten
and improved photo quality

settings menu. Fixed problems with
file preview. Resolved some

problems with adding new files.
Fixed a bug with archive

extraction. FF File Time 4.30
review: After a brief hiatus, the
folks behind FF File Time have

revived the successful file time app
with a completely new look and a
much-improved functionality. FF

File Time now supports batch
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processing of multiple files,
adding, updating and removing
individual file time fields. We

found FF File Time to be reliable,
fast and stable. It's the ideal app for
users who need to quickly edit the

date and time fields of multiple
files. What's more, the app

supports multiple users, so you can
make changes to the date and time

settings for multiple files
simultaneously. Installation and

setup FF File Time has an intuitive
and easy-to-use setup procedure.
The app only takes a few seconds
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to get up and running, and it
doesn't open the registry editor or
otherwise modify existing settings.

After completing the standard
installation process, you're

presented with a Start button on the
taskbar. FF File Time has a simple

interface with a single window,
where you can browse and open
multiple files. The app displays

your files in a list sorted by type,
where the most recently modified
files are listed at the top. The files
and their properties are presented
in a neatly organized fashion. The
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file manager lists the file date and
time stamps, but can't be used to

modify them. Another major
difference in FF File Time 4.30 is

the inclusion of a new photo
quality settings menu, allowing you

to quickly change the picture
settings for JPEG, TIFF and BMP
photos. It also has an options tray

where you can access other
features, such as a media player,
password manager and a media
converter. Edit date and time

stamps in bulk It's possible to edit
the date and time of creation, last
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modification, last access and
picture taken (extracting data from
EXIF for JPEG photos), either by

specifying exact values or by
adding or subtracting time (in days,

hours, minutes and seconds). All
changes for the current file or all

items can be applied with one
click. What's more, you can

seamlessly
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KeyMacro is a small and easy-to-
use application that allows you to
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change the time stamps of various
files and folders. KeyMacro

includes an option to open the
file/folder picker and assign a

program to change the
creation/modification date and
time. KeyMacro can also open,

change and save files/folders using
the keyboard shortcut Alt+Ctrl+F3
to F7. KeyMacro can be used on all

your desktops and laptops.
KeyMacro is freeware, and there is

no watermark. KeyMacro 1.3.1
KeyMacro 1.3.2 KeyMacro 1.4.1
KeyMacro 1.4.2 KeyMacro 1.5
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KeyMacro 1.5.1 KeyMacro 1.5.2
KeyMacro 1.5.3 KeyMacro 1.5.4
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Save time and get more done with
one of the top productivity apps of
2016. FF File Time is the most
effective solution for changing the
date and time of file after the
original time stamps have been
overwritten. FF File Time Free is a
straightforward and simple-to-use
app that enables you to change the
date and time stamps of any file,
regardless of its format. It's capable
of processing multiple files at the
same time to speed up the entire
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task. Easy setup and interface The
installation procedure is a fast job
that shouldn't impose any
difficulties, thanks to the fact that
it integrates only familiar options.
As for the interface, FF File Time
adopts a large window with a neatly
organized structure, where you can
add as many files to the list as you
want, using either the file browser
or drag-and-drop support. The job
list reveals the name and format,
together with the date and time of
creation and last modification for
each item. All you have to do is
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pick a file to make changes. Edit
date and time stamps in bulk It's
possible to edit the date and time
of creation, last modification, last
access and picture taken (extracting
data from EXIF for JPEG photos),
either by specifying exact values or
by adding or subtracting time (in
days, hours, minutes and seconds).
All changes for the current file or
all items can be applied with one
click. What's more, you can
seamlessly set the last modified
time to the time stored in EXIF
headers. Apart from the fact that
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you can clear the whole task list to
start the project from scratch, there
are no other noteworthy options
available here. Evaluation and
conclusion We haven't come across
any stability issues in our tests,
since FF File Time didn't hang,
crash or prompt error dialogs. It
had a good response time to user
commands and left a small
footprint on system resources
consumption, running on low CPU
and RAM. Taking into
consideration its intuitive interface
and options, FF File Time can be
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handled by all users who want to
easily change the date and time
stamps of files in batch mode. FF
File Time Free FF File Time Free
is a straightforward and simple-to-
use app that enables you to change
the date and time stamps of any
file, regardless of its format. It's
capable of processing multiple files
at the same time to speed up the
entire task. Easy setup and
interface The installation
procedure is a fast job that
shouldn't impose any difficulties

What's New in the FF File Time?
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FF File Time is a simple and
straightforward to use program that
enables you to easily change the
date and time stamps of any file,
regardless of its format. It's capable
of processing multiple files at the
same time to speed up the entire
task. Easy setup and interface The
installation procedure is a fast job
that shouldn't impose any
difficulties, thanks to the fact that
it integrates only familiar options.
As for the interface, FF File Time
adopts a large window with a neatly
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organized structure, where you can
add as many files to the list as you
want, using either the file browser
or drag-and-drop support. The job
list reveals the name and format,
together with the date and time of
creation and last modification for
each item. All you have to do is
pick a file to make changes. Edit
date and time stamps in bulk It's
possible to edit the date and time
of creation, last modification, last
access and picture taken (extracting
data from EXIF for JPEG photos),
either by specifying exact values or
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by adding or subtracting time (in
days, hours, minutes and seconds).
All changes for the current file or
all items can be applied with one
click. What's more, you can
seamlessly set the last modified
time to the time stored in EXIF
headers. Apart from the fact that
you can clear the whole task list to
start the project from scratch, there
are no other noteworthy options
available here. Evaluation and
conclusion We haven't come across
any stability issues in our tests,
since FF File Time didn't hang,
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crash or prompt error dialogs. It
had a good response time to user
commands and left a small
footprint on system resources
consumption, running on low CPU
and RAM. Cancel Revert OK
Please wait… Cannot access
storage Updating No item selected
No items found Move Add item
Add or select items An error has
occurred Select items
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 /
Windows 8.1 / Windows 10 /
macOS 10.7 / Windows Server
2012 Processor: Intel Core i5-2500
or AMD Phenom II x6 1055 or
higher Memory: 6 GB RAM
Storage: 4 GB available space
Graphics: Video card NVIDIA®
GeForce GTX 660 / AMD Radeon
HD 7900 / Radeon R7 260X
DirectX: Version 9.0c Network:
Broadband internet connection
Input Devices: Keyboard & Mouse
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